ABSTRACT. Grainy numbers are defined as tuples of bits. They form a lattice where the meet and the join operations are an addition and a multiplication. They may be substituted for the real numbers in the definition of fuzzy sets. The aim is to propose an alternative negation for the complement that we'll call supplement.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the now familiar Zadeh's theory [1] , k- 
We can see that two sorts of negation may be considered: the negation of complementation ( 
Addition. We call addition the bitwise AND. If an operand is longer, the extra bits are cut. The addition of two grainy numbers € x and € y is a grainy number, written € x ⊕ y , and defined recursively as follows:
The addition is associative and idempotent.
PROOF. Suppose that
Ordering. An order relation is defined on € G # as follows: 
The multiplication is associative and idempotent. Absorption laws hold: given two grainy numbers
PROOF. We prove that
The multiplication distributes over the addition and vice versa.
III. SUPPLEMENTATION
The supplementation is a binary operation that changes the grainy number € x in its bits specified by
k is defined recursively as follows (We use
ote that:
• the supplementation is involutive, 
IV. FUZZY SETS FROM GRAINY NUMBERS
In the historical definition of fuzzy sets, we intend to replace the unit interval by the grainy lattice. 
